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VOICES Viewpoint 
What is VOICES? 

VOICES, Inc., is a non-profit organization.  We provide Long-Term Care Ombudsman 

services to you whether you live in a nursing home or licensed assisted living center in 

Vanderburgh County.  We investigate your complaints, help resolve your problems, and 

protect your rights.  We can help with quality of life issues, selecting the right facility, 

sources of payment, advanced directives and resident rights.  We also provide information 

and training to residents, their families, staff and the general public. 

Call Michelle Motta or Alicia Reeves at 1-812-423-2927 for free, confidential assistance 

You may be familiar with the regular articles, in the VOICES Viewpoint,    

written by Judith Mangum. For decades, Judith has been a resident of      

long-term care; but more importantly, Judith has been a staunch advocate  

for those living in long-term care homes.  In addition, she uses her written 

works to educate,  entertain and delight the many folks who read her         

articles.  Well . . . Judith recently won the Special Lifetime Advocacy 

Award from the Consumer Voice for Quality Long-Term Care.   

The Consumer Voice is the leading national voice representing consumers in issues related 

to long-term care, helping to ensure that consumers are empowered to advocate for themselves. 

They are a primary source of information and tools for consumers, families, caregivers,             

advocates and ombudsmen to help ensure quality care for the individual.  The Special Lifetime 

Advocacy Award recognizes a special individual who has dedicated his/her life to advocated for 

quality care and quality of life for long-term care consumers.  Congratulations Judith!   

Twist or Treat

Berry Global; Healthsouth Deaconess Rehabilitation Hospital;  

Advantage Print Solutions; American Senior Communities; All About You DJ 

: Altstadt’s; VFW Post 1114; Harding Shymanski & Co; Sheets Charles & Charles 

: Dr. Andrew Tharp & The Vision Care Center; The Eye Group of Southern Indiana;  

Southern Business Machines; Bethel Manor; Riverwalk Communities; Paul’s Pharmacy 

Zion Lippe UCC Sunday School; Three i Design; Blackard & Brinkmeyer Attorney; Deaconess 

Kemper CPA Group; Evansville Protestant Home; House Hunter, Nate Shepherd Team 

: Ziemer Funeral Homes; Family First Companion Care; Lefler Collision & Glass; 

Home Instead Senior Care; Margaret Kimmel, Raymond James & Assoc; Bell Oaks 
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Protect Yourself  from Loss and Theft of  Personal Items 

 During the Holiday season I receive many calls about residents who are  missing items            
they received as gifts.  I hope you have never had the unpleasant experience of finding that your     
personal items have disappeared—either through loss or theft.  Personal loss is NOT an inevitable  
fact of life in a nursing home or assisted living home, and  you do not have to accept it! 

 For most residents, the only link to the past may be a few cherished possessions, so protecting 
these invaluable belongings from loss or theft is of great importance.   

Here are some things you can do to protect your belongings: 

• Use a permanent marker to write your name on clothing and other personal items in an area      
that does not show when worn or used. 

• Engrave or permanently mark dentures and eyeglasses with your name.  (Most dentists are        
able to engrave dentures.) 

• Ask to see your personal inventory sheet and verify all your possessions are listed.   

• RETAIN A COPY of the inventory sheet and keep any receipts or appraisals of these items for     
your records.  Better yet, take photos of your items to help in   locating them, receiving                  
reimbursement or making a police report.    

• Ask to be provided with something that can be locked, such as a drawer or box.  Keep the key   
with you at ALL times and find out if anyone else has a copy of the key. 

• Only keep small amounts of cash for your use.  Homes are obligated to maintain a “Patient Trust 
Account” for you (at your request) and to provide reasonable access 
(during normal business hours) to your account.  

• Identify the staff personnel responsible for investigating reports of loss 
and theft.  Report any loss to that person IN WRITING as soon as you can 
AND SEND A COPY TO YOUR OMBUDSMAN (see page four for address).  
Make sure the home gives you the results of the investigation.   

• Request reimbursement if the property cannot be recovered. 

 Federal and state laws require long-term care homes to protect the 
personal possessions of their residents and have written policies for handling 
loss and theft.  Ask to see a copy of these policies.  If a home fails to maintain 
a reasonably secure environment, the home may be held responsible for the 
loss or theft of your  personal property. 

Ombudsman’s 
Corner 

We wish you a 
happy holiday   

and are looking 
forward to         

advocating for you 
in the new year!  

Best wishes,    
Alicia and 

Michelle, your 
Ombudsmen  

       VOICES is Only Able to Provide Essential Advocacy Services to  

             Those in Long-Term Care Homes Because of: 
Donations from generous people!  Partial funding for the Ombudsman Program is provided by CDBG funds 

administered through the City of Evansville, Department of Metropolitan Development. 

In addition, we are grateful for The Thomas A. & Sharon K. Ruder Foundation who partners with VOICES, Inc. 

to uphold the dignity and quality of life of those living in long-term care homes in Vanderburgh County.   


